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Legislator tries to cut EVST funding
An amendment to re-direct
about $700,000 from the
Montana University System’s
general fund passed the House
Appropriations Committee
Monday night without legislators
realizing the author’s intent was
to take funding from the
University of Montana’s environ-
mental studies program.
Rep. John Witt, R-Carter, told
the Lee Enterprises State Bureau
on Tuesday that he thought the
program was “disgusting.” He
said the amount he proposed re-
directing in the amendment was
significant because it was the
same amount needed to run the
environmental studies program
at UM for two years.
However, Rep. Dave Lewis, R-
Helena, said Witt’s concerns with
the program were never brought
up during committee discussions.
“I do not recall any mention
whatsoever of that,” he said. “It
never even occurred to me that
he was doing something else.”
Rod Sundsted, associate com-
missioner for fiscal affairs at the
Office of the Commissioner of
Higher Education, said he was
also unaware of Witt’s intention
to take money from the environ-
mental studies program. 
However, Angela Janacaro,
president of the Montana Mining
Association, said she did know
about Witt’s intentions.
“I was aware that he was
doing what he was doing,” she
said. “It was victory. It was a
small step in the right direction,
but the elimination of the envi-
ronmental studies program is
still not guaranteed.”
According to the Montana
Constitution, legislators cannot
remove funding from specific uni-
versity programs. The Board of
Regents decides how to allocate
the lump sum of money given to
the university system by the
Legislature. The Legislature,
however, can place some restric-
tions on how money is doled out
by the regents.
The money the amendment
removed from the lump sum of
general fund dollars was redirect-
ed and can only be spent on a den-
tal hygiene program in Great Falls
while the rest of the money will
likely go toward Baker Grants for
students who have too much
income to qualify for other forms of
federal assistance, Sundsted said.
UM’s Vice President of
Administration and Finance Bob
Duringer said although the
money remains under the umbrel-
la of the university system, UM
will still feel the effect of the
funds being re-directed because it
means less money will be avail-
able for general operations.
“However much was redirect-
ed and put into a line item came
out of my pocket,” he said.
However, he said, UM’s envi-
ronmental studies program is not
in danger of being cut. 
Earlier during this year’s leg-
islative session lobbyists from the
mining, timber and contracting
industries asked legislators to
pull all funding from the environ-
mental studies program because
they said it was hindering eco-
nomic development in Montana.
Many at UM disagree with
the lobbyists’ perspective.
“That is just incomprehensible
to me considering all the growth
that has occurred in western
Montana where we have a lot of
environmental activists,” said
Tom Power, chair of the econom-
Natalie Storey
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Other lawmakers
unaware of
subtle maneuver
Same-sex
judgment
appealed
Same-sex couples who work
for the Montana University
System are again having their
interests fought for in court due
to an appeal filed Monday in
the state Supreme Court.
The American Civil Liberties
Union filed the appeal asking
the court to reverse a
November decision which ruled
that the U-system’s policy on
same-sex couples benefits was
legal.
The original lawsuit was
filed in 2002 by the ACLU on
behalf of two employees of the
university system, saying that
they were denied benefits
because of their sexual orienta-
Black Hawk
crash kills
Missoulian
A 2002 graduate of Hellgate
High School and a former mem-
ber of the
University of
Montana fenc-
ing team was
the youngest
of 11 soldiers
killed Tuesday
in the crash of
an Army
Black Hawk
helicopter in
New York.
Pfc. Stryder Stoutenburg, 18,
was an intelligent young man
who had turned a corner in his
life, his foster father Mike
Halligan told the Kaimin. 
“Stryder was a shining exam-
ple of someone who had a diffi-
cult life but was able to over-
come a lot of obstacles,” Halligan
said. “The stability and maturity
he was starting to show proved
this guy was going to make a
major contribution in life.”
ACLU looks
to reverse decision
by Supreme Court
Jared Ritz
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Stan Wilson (left) and Vietnam veteran Barry Adams address the audience while debating their viewpoints on civil disobedience in America during a
panel discussion Wednesday afternoon in the UC Ballroom. The discussion was part of the all-day teach-in at the UC: “Responses to the Crisis in Iraq,”
organized by Students for Peace and Justice at the University of Montana.
Teach-in tackles Iraq issue, protest tactics
The UC Atrium echoed with
songs, poems, and words of
peace at noon on Wednesday as
participants of a speak-out
raised their voices against war. 
Graduate student and event
organizer Marianne Zugel read
three selections from the Tao de
Ching to the audience of about
35 people, which she said spoke
directly to governing in a peace-
ful way.
“When two great forces
oppose each other, the victory
will go to the one who knows
how to yield,” she read.
Zugel was one of nine speak-
ers who were offered an hour
and an open microphone to
express their opinions on the
crisis in Iraq.
The speak-out was a part of
the all-day teach-in at the UC:
“Responses to the Crisis in
Iraq.” 
The teach-in involved profes-
sors and community members
sharing opinions on possible
war with Iraq.
The event was organized by
Students for Peace and Justice.
Discussions, workshops and
presentations took place from
10 a.m. until 8:30 p.m.
The founding fathers would
be proud of the teach-in, said
organizer Paul Lachapelle, a
doctorate student in forestry. 
“We’re doing this because we
feel that information and edu-
cation are the foundation of a
well-functioning democracy,” he
said. “We feel it is our patriotic
Fred Miller 
and Katie Klingsporn
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Stoutenburg
The Iraq crisis is revealing how unstable
and unworkable the system of global security
has become. Global peace cannot be secured
by a system in which the United Nations
decides where the trouble spots are and then
says in effect, “Anyone who wants to can go
take care of it.” That kind of security system
will lead to this kind of crisis over and over
again.  
The world is now almost exactly where
America found itself under the
Articles of Confederation. A
decision-making body (Congress
then; the Security Council
now), with seeming authority to
decide policy, has no effective
means to implement or enforce
its decisions. In the 1780s
Congress had to rely on states
to enforce its decisions.
Sometimes they did and often they didn’t.
Before long, it became clear that the security
of all was endangered under such a system.
As the world has shrunk and the threats
to its security have proliferated, the need for
a stable and workable system of global secu-
rity becomes more acute. As our fledgling
nation did in 1787, the world must now cre-
ate an effective capacity to:
a) identify matters of global concern;
b) decide what to do about them; and
c) enforce those decisions.
The crucial point is that the ability to
implement and enforce global decisions can-
not be left in the hands of individual nations.
Those nations must of course have the means
to implement their own domestic policies and
to protect their own legitimate security inter-
ests. But the global community cannot effec-
tively address issues of global concern with-
out its own enforcement capability. To ask
individual nations to carry that burden is to
ask the impossible. No nation can be expect-
ed to deploy its own military forces for any-
thing other than what it perceives to be its
own national interests and objectives.
It is this circumstance that lies at the
heart of the Iraq crisis. The United Nations,
with no capacity to enforce its own decisions,
is totally reliant on whichever member
nations happen to be motivated to bring their
own power to bear on the situation. But then
the United Nations finds itself, in effect, ask-
ing those nations to bring just enough force
to bear to move Iraq to compliance, but then
to stop short of deploying that force as those
nations’ leaders believe it should be deployed.
This is an impossible state of affairs arising
from a fundamentally unworkable structure
of global governance.
I want to make it clear that I firmly
oppose the Bush administration’s determina-
tion to invade Iraq. I do not believe that
American security is seriously threatened by
Iraq; on the contrary, I believe that the arro-
gance and belligerence of the Bush adminis-
tration, by making millions of new enemies
for America, is seriously under-
mining our long-term security.
I certainly do not believe that
the United States has any busi-
ness playing the role of world
policeman in a way that the
world does not choose to be
policed.
This is not to say that we
should rule out the use of force
by the world community in a case like Iraq.
But the United Nations cannot meaningfully
decide whether to use force unless it has
direct control over that force. Secretary of
State Colin Powell spoke of “the unified polit-
ical will of this council.” But the political will
of the council is a phrase with little meaning
when the council’s capacity to enforce its will
lies totally in the hands of nations with a
will of their own.
President Bush has said repeatedly that
he “wants the United Nations to be effec-
tive.” Perhaps he does. But the world will not
be brought to a vision of an effective struc-
ture of peace and security by American blus-
tering and bullying and threatening irrele-
vance if the United Nations fails to see
things exactly as we do. It might be brought
closer to that vision by an America willing to
acknowledge that the current system of glob-
al security is seriously flawed, and then
humbly offering to join other nations in the
hard task of devising a workable system.
–Daniel Kemmis is the director of the
Center for the Rocky Mountain West at The
University of Montana.
U.S. must rethink policeman role
Guest Column
But the political will of the
council is a phrase with 
little meaning when the
council’s capacity to
enforce its will lies totally
in the hands of nations
with a will of their own.
French fries, outta the freezer
and into the frier
Editorial
“Hi. Welcome to America. Would you like to try our special
today? We’re offering a complimentary side of petty patriotism
with every extra value meal. I can take your order whenever
you’re ready.”
On Tuesday Rep. Bob Ney, R-Ohio, chairman of the House
Administration Committee, which is responsible for House
operations, ordered the word “french” removed from all House
menus. The action was unilateral and required no vote. 
French fries are out, as is french toast. Their replacement:
“freedom” fries and “freedom” toast. 
“This action today is a small but symbolic effort to show the
strong displeasure of many on Capitol Hill with the actions of
our so-called ally, France,” Ney was quoted as saying on
Tuesday.
France has recently said it will use its veto to block a second
U.N. resolution allowing a war with Iraq. This opposition from
France angered Ney enough to take action, as inconsequential
as it might be, against the French. Surprisingly, he’s not the
first to do away with the those six letters that have quickly
become so filthy for so many Americans.
In February, Neal Rowland, owner of Cubbies restaurant in
North Carolina, bought “freedom” stickers to place over the
“french” on all his menus. The move brought Rowland interna-
tional publicity. In interviews, Rowland said he decided to
make the change after a local history teacher reminded him of
a similar move during World War I to do away with any and all
associations with Germany. Hamburgers became Liberty
Burgers and Sauerkraut was dubbed Liberty Cabbage. 
History looks to be repeating itself. Unfortunately it is doing
so in the most moronic manner.
For one, french fries aren’t even from the country where
they get their name. The deep-fried snack food Americans so
ravenously consume is originally from Belgium. 
And if the House wants to be consistent in their elimination
of all things donning French nomenclatures, they better do
away with “french bread,” institute regulations concerning
“french kissing,” in the Capitol and punish any foul-mouthed
congressman who has to ask others to “pardon their French.” 
Rowland’s decision to nix the French from his restaurant
could be considered a cute act of patriotism that is altogether
harmless. But, when the House decided to follow his lead and
indulge Rep. Ney’s ridiculously trite “symbolic” gesture, they
did much more than simply change the menus they read every
day. 
In swapping “freedom” for “french” the House further dis-
tanced the United States from France, which we consider an
ally. With the prospect of a war in Iraq growing more likely by
the day, it seems completely illogical to sever ties with any of
our allies. 
Although the members of the House and any patrons of
Cubbies will be the only ones stuffing their faces with “freedom
fries,” chances are that the not-so-subtle change of this deep-
fried food’s name will leave a bad taste in the mouths of people
the world around.
-Liam Gallagher
OPINION
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Around the Oval
The all-day Peace Teach-in at the UC is a response to
the crisis in Iraq.  What is you response to the crisis in
Iraq?
•Colby Bowans
senior, business administration
•Wynter Hankel
sophomore, psychology
Undecided. It’s a complicated issue and I see both sides.
I don’t think we should send troops there. I think we should
wait for the U.N. to approve.
CHECK OUT THE KAIMIN ONLINE
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Forum to focus on ‘post-war Guatemala’
In the 1970s it was clear how
solidarity movements could help
Guatemala, said Pam Voekel, a
University of Montana history
professor.
These movements petitioned
the U.S. government to stop sup-
plying aid to the country’s mili-
tary, which murdered hundreds
of civilians in a civil war that
spanned 35 years.
Now, seven years after peace
accords were signed, the politics of
solidarity in the country are
unclear. Guatemala’s new demo-
cratic regime is faced with both
international and local pressure
as it struggles to reform its econo-
my and serve its citizens.
“You have to decide who
you’re in solidarity with,” Voekel
said. “It’s an interesting back-
drop. You’ve got former guerril-
las, cultural Mayans, former mil-
itary, and democratic parties
vying for what the new
Guatemala will look like.”
Diane Nelson, assistant pro-
fessor of anthropology at Duke
University, will further address
this issue in a philosophy forum
Thursday in the North
Underground Lecture Hall. The
event, “The Crux of the Matter
in ‘Post-War’ Guatemala: Power,
Identity and Duplicity,” will
begin at 7 p.m.
“Diane will talk about how you
practice solidarity in a situation
where the people you want to be
in solidarity with don’t always
agree with each other,” Voekel
said.
Nelson has done fieldwork in
Guatemala since 1985, exploring
the impact on of the civil war on
indigenous communities.  She’s
the author of a book, “A Finger
in the Wound: Body Politics in
Quincentennial Guatemala.” 
One of the sponsors of the
forum, the Missoula chapter of
Community Action for Justice in
the Americas, thinks the lecture is
timely because of the UM’s new
contract with the Coca-Cola com-
pany. 
Coca-Cola was responsible for
human rights violations in a bot-
tling plant in Guatemala City,
said Scott Nicholson of CAJA. 
Nelson will speak about the
incident in which workers at the
plant were murdered when they
lobbied for higher wages and
better working conditions. The
Guatemalan military regime, in
cooperation with Coca-Cola,
were responsible for the deaths,
Voekel said. 
Nicholson said it is important
for students to know that the
U.S. government was aiding
Guatemala’s military regime.
“We supported a military who
were killing the indigenous peo-
ple of Guatemala,” he said. “This
is important to know, especially
since our government is now
looking at making another inter-
vention in Iraq.”
Other sponsors of the lecture
include the UM Anthropology
Club, the Montana Human
Rights Network, and the
Women’s Studies Program.
Katherine Sather
Montana Kaimin
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UM sophomore Brian Perkins walks alongside his dog, Cleo, as she leaps
over a bench at the Bark Park. Perkins is one of the many Missoulians who
take their dogs to the Bark Park to let them run around leash-free without
having to worry about being ticketed.
The 100 meter bench hurdle
Each of the five times
Tibetan monks have visited
Missoula in the past 10
years has been extremely
beneficial for the community,
said Deanna Whiteside,
director of Missoula’s
Tibetan Buddhist Center.  
The reason, she said, is
easier to feel than to
explain. 
“Every place that they
visit, they pray constantly
for healing in that communi-
ty. People can feel this ener-
gy,” she said. 
Those who haven’t felt it
will have the opportunity
next week when seven
Tibetan Buddhist monks
from the Tashi Lhunpo
Monastery in southern India
spend five days in Missoula,
providing a glimpse of their
eastern traditions and pray-
ing for the community. 
The UC Multicultural
Alliance is hosting the
March 16-20 visit in con-
junction with the Missoula
Buddhist community.  The
visit is part of their 2002-
2003 North American tour. 
Coordinator Tri Pham
said it is the alliance’s big
event of the year.
“It’s going to be awesome,”
he said. “And there’s plenty
of opportunity to check them
out.”  
Events are scheduled for
all five days and will be
kicked off Sunday night in
the UC Ballroom at 7 p.m.
with a Cham, a traditional
ceremony featuring masked
dances, vivid costumes,
chants, musical instruments
and songs. 
Tickets are available at
the UC Box Office and
Information Desk, and are
$4 for students, staff, faculty
and senior citizens, and $6
for the general public.  
On Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday the monks will
be in the UC Atrium for the
duration of the day, con-
structing a mandala, or sand
painting. 
A mandala is created by
funneling millions of grains
of dyed and hand-ground
sand into an intricate
design, building outward
from the center.
Once it is finished, the
sand painting is swept
toward its center, and the
sand is carried to a nearby
body of water, which will
carry the mandala’s message
to wherever the water flows.  
Whiteside said this par-
ticular one will be an
Amitayus Longlife mandala,
which will be dedicated to
world peace. After it is fin-
ished on Thursday, the
grains will be poured into
the Clark Fork River. 
The monks will also give
three lectures: “Spiritual
and Artistic Aspects of the
Sand Mandala” on Monday
night, “Thanka Painting,
Where Inspiration Meets
Precision” on Tuesday night
and “The Buddhist Path to
Peace” on Wednesday. Each
lecture is at 7 p.m. in the
UC North Ballroom.
On Thursday the public
will have the chance to meet
the monks at a community
potluck in the McCormick
Park recreation building at 5
p.m. The potluck will be
immediately followed by a
Longlife Empowerment
blessing at the Osel Shen
Phen Ling Center at 441
Woodworth Ave. 
Along with sharing their
culture, the monks tour to
raise money for their
monastery, which is one of
many that has been re-
established in India since
the communist Chinese inva-
sion of and subsequent con-
trol over Tibet in 1959.
All proceeds go to the
monastery. 
Whiteside said the monks
are very open and willing to
talk to the public. 
“They are very kind, very
wise, and humorous. They
take themselves lightly,” she
said.
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Tibetan monks to visit Missoula on N. American tour
Katie Klingsporn
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H E L P E D S A V E a L I F E T O D A Y. i G A V E P L A S M A .
Natalie McKee. College Student
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Missoula Center • 3050 Great Northern Avenue • Missoula, MT • 59808 
www.biolifeplasma.com
My roommate used to do it all the time. Finally, she talked me into it.
I was a little nervous at first, but it really was easy. It didn’t hurt and only took two
hours.Then, when I found out that plasma was used to make medicines for people
with hemophilia and other illnesses, I felt even better.The money didn’t hurt either...
it helps make ends meet when things are tight. But even after I’m out of college,
I’m still going to give plasma. Because its a way I can help other people... because its
the right thing to do.
160$E A C H  M O N T H  Y O U  C A N  R E C E I V E  U P  T O
Where hunger meets its destiny.
3521 Brooks St. Missoula 829-8888 www.huhot.com
SPECIAL VALUES FOR THE BRAVE.
MONDAY NIGHT - $1 Coronas
TUESDAY NIGHT - Seafood/Shrimp Night
THURSDAY NIGHT - Fried Rice cooked on the grill
Conquer Your
Hunger.
FREE FRENCH FILM!!
Les Filles ne savent pas nager
[Girls Can’t Swim] 1999, subtitled.  Director Anne-Sophie Birot’s unsentimental
coming-of-age story of best friends who summer together in Brittany.  
March 16 & 17, at 7pm in the UC Theater.
Up the nonspiral staircase
KBGA employee Ryan Kochel
hurries his way up the UC
staircase on his way to work
Wednesday afternoon.
Matt Hayes/
Montana Kaimin
Crash
Continued from Page 1
Stoutenburg entered the mili-
tary to become a Chinese inter-
preter, Halligan said. Because of
color blindness, he was encour-
aged to enter the military as an
infantry man and then to try
transferring into the interpretive
school after a year.
Halligan remembers
Stoutenburg helping Halligan’s
three sons, ages 8 to 15, with
their homework, “like a big
brother would.”
Quick-witted and quick on his
feet is how UM fencing team
captain Nathaniel Cerf charac-
terized Stoutenburg.
Stoutenburg fenced throughout
high school with UM’s team.
“Stryder was a fun guy, a hel-
lion,” Cerf said. “He was always
looking for adventure.”
The fencing team was upset
by the news of Stoutenburg’s
death, Cerf said.
“We had all worked together to
help Stryder straighten out his
life,” Cerf said. “It came as quite a
blow to a lot of the fencers to find
out he had died when he had just
started to put his life together.”
The Black Hawk went down
70 miles northeast of Syracuse,
N.Y., near Fort Drum. The cause
of the crash is unknown.
Two aboard the aircraft sur-
vived. One of the survivors was
in critical condition Wednesday,
but he was conscious and talk-
ing, Maj. Gen. Frank Hagenbeck
told The Associated Press. The
other was in serious condition
with broken bones.
Hagenbeck said the two sol-
diers talked to him Wednesday
morning about the crash, but he
declined to release any details.
“Obviously they’re very grate-
ful they’re alive, but they’re heart-
broken and traumatized by the
loss of their brothers,” he said.
The accident is being investi-
gated by a team from the Army
Safety Center at Fort Rucker,
Ala., and personnel from the
Criminal Investigation
Command, Lt. Col. Bryan
Hilferty said.
He said there was no indica-
tion of problems before the
crash.
“The first call I got was that it
was missing. It just disap-
peared,” Hilferty said.
Hazel Seery said she was driv-
ing home from work at about 2
p.m. when she saw two Army hel-
icopters. After living in the area
for 33 years, she has become
accustomed to the training
flights, but this one was different.
“There was one on the bottom
and another helicopter flying on
top of it. The one on the bottom’s
nose was up and the one on the
top was tipping down,” Seery said.
“I didn’t see the crash but I
knew something was up with all
the commotion outside,” she said.
The National Weather Service
reported winds of 22 mph with
gusts up to 30 mph at Wheeler-
Sack field around 2 p.m. Steve
Burton, a pilot with the air taxi
service Adirondack Helicopters
Inc. in Remsen, 60 miles south of
the post, said there was nothing
troubling about Tuesday’s weath-
er.
“Visibility is good,” he said.
“There’s some wind but nothing
we’re not used to coping with
this time of year.”
— The Associated Press 
contributed to this story.
www.kaimin.org
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Elizabeth Smart, the 15-year-
old girl who vanished from her
bedroom nine months ago, was
found alive Wednesday walking
down a suburban Salt Lake
City street with a drifter who
had once done work at the fami-
ly’s home. The man was taken
into custody and the teenager
was whisked away for a long-
awaited reunion with her jubi-
lant family.
“Miracles do exist,” said Tom
Smart, the girl’s uncle.
Relatives said Elizabeth was
in good condition and was talk-
ing with police about her ordeal.
She was expected to go home
late Wednesday.
“All of the children out there
deserve to come back to their
parents the way Elizabeth has
come back to us,” father Ed
Smart said as he burst into sobs
during a celebration at his home.
He added: “I don’t know what
she’s gone through and I’m sure
she’s been through hell. I just
know that she’s a part of our
family, she’s loved and we love
her so much.”
The police offered no motive
or details of where the teenager
had been since she vanished last
June. Authorities in San Diego
were trying to confirm reports
the drifter was spotted there in
the past couple of weeks; the
Smarts had released a sketch of
the man last month.
Police were tipped off by
members of the public who
spotted the drifter on a street
in Sandy, 20 miles south of
Elizabeth’s home in Salt Lake
City. The drifter, known as
Emmanuel, a woman believed
to be his companion and
Elizabeth were all wearing wigs
when they were stopped,
authorities said.
Utah girl
found alive
with drifter
Claiming that its services are rarely
used, ASUM chose not to fund the
University of Montana’s student escort
services as the senate’s annual budget-
ing season ended March 8.
In the past, ASUM has paid half of
the $40,000 it costs to fund the service’s
equipment and students’ salaries.
On separate occasions, the escorts
have been seen doing homework and
hanging out at the UC movie theater,
said Sen. Rob Walsh, who moved to cut
the funding. He added the service has
been used minimally over the past year.
Walsh said that with the increase
granted in parking fees — which is esti-
mated at providing $50,000 in extra rev-
enue — and a budget surplus of about
$260,000, Public Safety should be able
to cover the cost of the escorts.
Ken Willett, director of Public
Safety, argued that the increase in
parking fees is only used for necessary
parking-related and traffic control
activities, not for the student escort
service. Also, the estimated $260,000
surplus will be used for the less active
summer months, when there are fewer
tickets given out but there is still a
need for funding.
Plus, the escorts are the “extra eyes
and ears at night,” acting as a preven-
tative measure that has been success-
ful in stopping crimes, especially rape,
Willett said.
“ASUM will want to put it back
together as soon as something bad
happens,” he said.
Last year Public Safety did not turn
in the request forms on time and was
forced to ask for the required money
from the school’s general fund.
Willett plans to write President
George Dennison for the additional
funding once again and hopes to keep
the service alive.
“If we can’t get the funding then
students will be losing a valuable pro-
gram that has been around for years,”
Willett said.
The service has a few options includ-
ing finding separate ways of funding,
completely cutting the program, or cut-
ting the amount of escorts at night.
Currently, there are two teams of two
escorts. If halved, there would only be
one team, or two individuals, which
Willett said he would like to avoid.
“There is power in numbers,” he
said. 
More than 70 organizations request-
ed additional funding during the lobby-
ing period, which was from Feb. 24-27
and allowed each student group 10 min-
utes to explain what their organization
does, how it affects the school and why it
needs additional money.
Each of these formal lobbying ses-
sions took place from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
after which there was a period for
informal lobbying. During informal
lobbying each student organization
had an hour to sit with a senator to
ask and answer questions.
Christy Schilke, ASUM vice presi-
dent, has been involved with the lobby-
ing process for three-and-a-half years,
either as a senator, an executive or a
club president, and said that this year’s
process was the best she has seen.
“(Senators and organizations) were
efficient, they discussed it well, and I
think they did a really good job,” she
said.
Senators base their funding deci-
sions on how active the group is, how
much they need the money, and by
what other sources of funding the
group has tried, said Heather
O’Loughlin, ASUM business manager.
“Obviously, groups that come and
lobby and speak with senators have a
better opportunity,” she said.
Student organizations had mixed
opinions of the results.
The Wesley Foundation, which
describes itself as a campus ministry,
was not allotted any money.
Their campus pastor had signed the
forms for additional funding, a task pre-
viously performed by Jennifer Bock, a
former peer minister and student at
UM who left for home. Because the pas-
tor was not a student, the group was
disqualified, said Richard Heitman, a
Wesley Foundation peer minister.
“I don’t really think it was fair but I
can understand why they decided it
that way,” Heitman said.
The Lambda Alliance received
about $6,000 in funding, which was
about half of what they asked.
“Budgeting went very well,” said
Kris Monson, special events director
and treasurer for Lambda Alliance.
“We were able to get the funds we need
for educational speakers and social
events.”
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ASUM to create
COT liaison
ASUM won’t fund campus escorts program
ASUM will begin a pilot program to create a spe-
cial student assistant position to represent the more
than 900 University of Montana-College of
Technology students who have not had an active
voice in the senate’s process, senators said.
“Students at the College of Technology see virtual-
ly no return on the (ASUM) fee they pay,” said Sen.
Ali Tabibnejad, chairman of the COT Affairs commit-
tee.
Some senators argued that the resolution, which
was passed Wednesday, was too vague and didn’t
give exact specifications for what the paid position
will do.
“Because it is a pilot project there cannot be a def-
inite job description,” Tabibnejad said.
“We can’t even know exactly what this person
(will be) doing, because it has never been done
before,” said Sen. Alex Rosenleaf.
In the past, the senate has had problems commut-
ing between the two campuses and relating to the
many needs the COT has, said Dawn Payne, a COT
student. “This person will be an information liaison,”
she said.
The assistant will be a physical presence that can
take part in meetings and listen to the COT stu-
dents’ concerns.
A motion to take back a vote to take legal action
against Gov. Judy Martz’s administration failed after
debate.
ASUM, along with a number of other student
organizations across the state including the Montana
Associated Students, argues that Martz reappointed
student Regent Christian Hur at the end of his two-
year term illegally without their consent.
Sen. Aaron Flint made the motion to rescind
because he felt the legal action may be a “cheap
political swipe” at the governor and would under-
mine the $10,000 that are appropriated for UM lob-
byists in Helena.
Jon Swan, ASUM president, argued that the
action is a “last resort.” 
“(The Martz administration) is by far the most
reluctant administration to respond to our concerns,”
Swan said. “If we don’t have student input, then
what the hell do we have?”
The vote to rescind failed 9-8 with one abstention.
The decision to take legal action will not be final
until after the student organizations have final word
of Martz’s and Hur’s decisions, which they expect at
next Wednesday’s MAS meeting with Hur.
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin
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With a degree from the
University of Montana in hand,
pharmacy student Kari Meine
embarked on an epic road trip
this winter.
Behind the wheel of a 29-foot
RV emblazoned with UM’s logo,
she ventured north on Montana’s
icy, one-lane highways to the
state’s most remote communities.
Most recently, the 26-year-old
pulled into a Hutterite colony 18
miles east of Conrad. There she
pricked the fingers of the
German-speaking communal
farmers, and read their choles-
terol. She offered advice on how
to improve their diets.
“They all huddled around me
and wanted to know how the
device worked,” Meine said.
“They were so interested because
they’d never seen that technolo-
gy before.”
Meine is the pilot pharmacist
of IPHARM, or Improving
Health Among Rural
Montanans. The brainchild of
the pharmacy school faculty, the
project provides free or low-cost
wellness testing to remote com-
munities via an RV that was
converted into a mobile clinic. It
was started this semester with
part of a $480,000 federal grant,
said coordinator Bob Williams.
“Our goal is to provide educa-
tion services and wellness test-
ing to patients unable to pay the
full cost of the test,” he said.
Meine serves seven counties
north of her home in Great Falls,
including the counties of
Chouteau, Glacier, Hill, Liberty,
Pondera, Teton, and Toole. Six of
the counties are federally classi-
fied as “frontier,” with fewer than
seven people per square mile.
Each is classified as a Health
Shortage Area, said Williams.
In places such as Chouteau
County where there are only two
small hospitals, a $13,000 device
to measure bone density isn’t
easy to come by.
“If some people want that
test, they have to travel to Great
Falls or Missoula or Helena,”
Meine said. “I’m able to bring to
them a service that’s not avail-
able in their community.”
She began traveling in the RV
five weeks ago. In partnership
with public health departments,
she’s driven to health fairs in Cut
Bank and Chinook to provide
testing for cholesterol, diabetes,
lung disease and bone density.
She’s tested 300 patients and rec-
ommended that roughly half
seek additional health care. Most
often it’s for low bone density.
The condition can lead to frac-
tures, osteoporosis or dowager’s
hump in elderly women.
“It’s important to find people
with this condition, mainly
because it’s easily treatable,”
Williams said. “Increasing calci-
um and vitamin D intake and
increasing exercise can reverse
or stabilize the trend.”
Though it’s thought of as a
women’s disease, Meine said
men are also at risk for osteo-
porosis.
She recalled an incident in
Cut Bank when a woman found
out that men were also suscepti-
ble. The lady recruited her hus-
band and children in a competi-
tion to see who had the best
bone structure.
“I ended up testing three gen-
erations of people,” she said.
IPHARM charges $35 for a
10-minute bone density test, but
Meine doesn’t turn down
patients who can’t pay the fee.
Coordinators are looking for
ways to make the project sus-
tainable in the future.
Part of the $480,000
IPHARM grant from the federal
Office for the Advancement of
Telehealth was used to expand
the pharmacy school’s Drug
Information System, which
Meine has access to via a satel-
lite on the RV. DIS provides
medical professionals in the
state with information about
health treatments.
Williams estimates it will cost
up to $140,000 to operate the RV
clinic another year. The vehicle,
which was remodeled to include
an office, security system and
extra electronics, will have to be
replaced within three years.
Coordinators are considering
forming partnerships with local
pharmacies that want to offer
the testing and charging
patients there a fee.
“We’d take what would nor-
mally be a commercial profit and
apply it to operating IPHARM,”
Williams said. “We don’t expect a
lot of money from that. We’re
looking to fund 10 to 20 thou-
sand that way.”
Williams said he intends to
seek additional support in the
form of donations and grants. 
He’d like to see the project
become a mainstay in the state,
in which pharmacy students
could complete internships.
“It’s already been successful
beyond what we’ve envisioned,”
he said. “We thought it would be
a useful service for rural people
in Montana, and they’ve voted
with their feet by coming in.”
Meine agrees. Since visiting
the Hutterite colony near
Conrad, four other colonies in
the state have invited her to
visit.
“If I didn’t go, maybe they’d
never get a test done and maybe
never get changes in their
health,” she said. “It’s technology
you’d expect they’d have avail-
able, but they don’t.”
tion. That suit alleged that
Carol Snetsinger and Carla
Grayson, both University of
Montana employees, were
denied health benefits for their
partners due to the policy.
The appeal, filed Monday in
Helena, is looking to reverse the
decision handed down in
November by District Judge
Thomas Honzel. In his decision,
Honzel found the university sys-
tem’s policy, which denies
health insurance and benefits to
the partners of gay employees,
is not unconstitutional. 
Beth Brenneman, legal direc-
tor of the Montana ACLU, said
the policy treats people differ-
ently according to their sexual
orientation and the university
system’s policy is simply using
the law as a way to save money
at same-sex couples’ expense.
“We believe ... it’s a manner
the university system has used
to avoid giving these benefits to
same-sex couples, and that is
discrimination,” she said.
The decision handed down by
Honzel was unfair, said Paul
Cates, an ACLU director of pub-
lic education in New York. 
Cates, who mainly works
with gay and lesbian rights
projects, said Montana has laws
restricting marriages between
same-sex couples, making it
impossible for them to receive
the benefits that married or
common law married opposite-
sex couples would. This means
gay and lesbian employees are
getting less for the work they
do, he said. 
“It’s not fair to make employ-
ees do the same amount of work
for less pay,” Cates said. “To
base benefits on an option that
(same-sex couples) don’t have is
inherently unfair,” he said. 
Cates said this appeal is not
aimed to reverse Montana’s
laws, but instead simply asking
that the requirement for mar-
riage in the U-system’s policy be
taken out.
LeRoy Schramm, the chief
legal counsel for the university
system said he doesn’t feel the
appeal has more merit than the
earlier case, and is confident
about their chances in front of
the high court. 
“I had anticipated that they
would (appeal),” Schramm said.
“I think that the district court’s
decision was legally correct, so I
think that the same argument
will go over well at the Supreme
Court.”
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It’s the combination of extras that makes life
a little nicer at River Rock Apartments. Our brand
new 1-, 2- and 3-bedroom units have sound
insulation, so you can study hard (if you want).
Plus all the comforts of home, like washer/dryer,
range, fridge, disposal, dishwasher and covered
parking. Cat considered. River Rock Apartments
open January 2003, but we’re
leasing now. Want details?
Call 721-8990.
Montage Salon
and Supply
$12.00 Student Haircuts
Buy highlights or a perm, get 50%
off a tanning package
1001 East Broadway543-3344
• across the foot bridge •
Glamour Model Search
By Published Photographer
For Female Candidates
18 years & older
No Experience necessary.
Request your test shoot now!
Apply by email to racingthewind2001@yahoo.com
See examples of my more recent work at
OneModelplace.com  Photographer #22653
ASUM wants YOU!
...to get involved
Petitions to run
for office now
available in UC 105.
i i   
f  ffi  
il l  i   .
Do Laundry
and Study
Too!
Coupon Good for One (1) 20 oz Coke
•Open 24 Hours
•Study Tables for Students
•Cappucino Bar
1600 Russell (Mount & Russell)
ACLU
Continued from Page 1
RV brings mobile medicine to Montana
Katherine Sather
Montana Kaimin
Photo courtesy of the School of Pharmacy
UM graduate Kari Meine (right) administers cholesterol testing to rural
Montanans out of an RV that was converted into a mobile clinic. The project
is called IPHARM.
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hen I first came to
Missoula three years ago, I
looked up at the mountain on the
eastern edge of campus and
thought, “This mountain must be
skied.” 
So I thumbed open the cam-
pus directory, located Campus
Recreation and dialed.
“Are you kidding?” the recep-
tionist said. “I’m not sure that’s
even legal.”
I asked around, talked to
folks, and learned that rarely is
there ever enough snow to actu-
ally ski this rocky, brushy moun-
tainside.
Some people told me about
the days of the 1996 snowstorm
that dumped several feet of snow
on Missoula. For the last three
winters, I have patiently been
gauging the amount of snow on
the side of Mount Sentinel. It
was starting to seem like a lost
cause.
But it all changed Sunday
morning. For 16 days the snow
has been clinging to the sides of
Missoula’s mountains. It’s
warmed here and there, but the
snow kept piling up faster than
the sun could melt it. Sunday,
after Missoula received 5 inches
of snow overnight, it was time to
give it a try.
So I loaded up the car, bun-
dled up fairly well, and started
off. The hike to the top was pre-
dictably the hardest part. I made
mental notes of where deep snow
was hiding and where rocks were
sticking out. I labored up step by
step, sometimes sinking in to my
thigh, sometimes slipping down
on an icy sheet.
Upon finally reaching the top,
I took off the street shoes, slipped
on the ski boots, and took my
time making slow turns down
the face of Mount Sentinel, the
entire Missoula Valley spread out
below me.
I only scraped rocks a few
times, and tried to stay as clear
from the fences as I could. The
2,100-foot drop back down to the
valley made it feel like winter
again, even if it was March. 
Montana’s mountains have
needed this dump. It’s been a dry,
warm winter, and snowpack lev-
els have been far below normal,
especially on the western side.
According to the Natural
Resources Conservation Service,
which keeps snowfall-counting
machines on the tops of moun-
tains all over the West, the
Lower Clark Fork River Basin
was at 65 percent of its normal
snowpack on March 1. 
After the storm, that total
jumped to 76 percent of normal,
which is the lowest of all basins
in Montana. And now with
warmer temperatures in place
for at least the forseeable future,
we probably can’t hold out hope
that more big snowstorms could
save us.
The Bitterroot River Basin
saw a significant increase in
snowpack, jumping from 87 per-
cent of normal to 109 percent.
The Flathead River Basin is
at 86 percent of normal snow-
pack, and the Upper Clark Fork
River Basin is at 102 percent.
The entire state of Montana is
hovering between 85 percent
and 105 percent of normal snow-
pack. 
As I took my time dropping
down into the valley, I was
thankful for the chance Mother
Nature gave me to get that run
in.
I watched the snowplows
scrape and families get in their
cars to go to church. Steam bel-
lowed out of houses as furnaces
clicked on and children
wrapped in clothes leaped out
of their front doors and flew
face-first into the powder. The
snow was falling, but I felt the
air get warmer as I descended
lower into the valley. By the
time I reached the bottom,
snow was turning to rain, and I
realized that I had just had the
best ski run of my life. Not
because I did well or because I
went really fast, but because I
had been dreaming of it for
three years.
When I got to the bottom, two
snowplows and a campus police
cruiser were waiting for me.
Thinking the worst, I waited
while the officer approached me.
“Son,” he said, eying me close-
ly. “Good job up there.” And he
laughed.
I asked if I was breaking any
rules, and he said, “None, as long
as you’re not breaking any
bones.”
It was a wonderful ride, and it
was a chance to take advantage
of a winter that has slipped away
before it seemed it ever began.
Mother Nature can bare her teeth even when she smiles
Last
weekend
brought
more snow
than I
could’ve
ever hoped for, too much snow.
On Friday night, rumors floated
through the bars like smoke.
They seemed unsubstantiated,
unrealistic, down-right absurd.
“Dude, I was up there today
and there was too much snow to
snowboard. I don’t know man, it
was crazy, we had to turn back.
I’ve never seen it like that,” a
buddy of mine boasted.
I scoffed, turned back to my
beer and wrote it off as barroom
yahooism, pure bullshit, heavily
influenced by the two empty
pitchers that sat in front of my
buddy. 
But, outside the foggy window
of the watering hole the snow
flooded the sky. The street lamps
did all they could to cut through
the constant fall of those fat,
heavy, flakes. Their efforts were
of little avail. The snow kept
falling, slowly muffling the mid-
night roar of Missoula. The town
grew quiet, like it tends to do
under the cold, clean cover of
winter. 
Soon though, the howl of pow-
der hounds, all boozed up and
ready to ride, would tear through
the town. Their yelps were loud
and directed at a moon they
couldn’t even see. The city was
shrouded in several inches of
snow and the mountains were
sure to be getting pounded.
Everyone was ready to get up
before they’d even gone to bed.
Sleeping would be difficult. No
one could wait. It’d be the best
day of the season. The one every-
one was waiting for.
And it was. 
The storm was everything it
was predicted to be, and then
some. Lolo Pass received more
than 4 feet of new snow in three
days. Snowbowl got at least as
much. Hell, even Marshall was
boasting a couple dozen inches of
new. It was winter all over again,
and it didn’t look like there was
any end in sight.
Saturday was the kind of day
that you just ride right through,
never stopping for anything, be it
cold feet or a hot lunch. It was
the kind of day when you charge
full throttle, top to bottom, only
stopping to rest or catch your
breath at the bottom. The lift
rides are always excruciatingly
long on these days; legs shake
from anxiety, not exhaustion. 
On these days there’s too
much snow to take it easy or
hold back. Why bother? It’s softer
than it’ll ever be. It’s the day to
drop everything. 
It was the day to put it all on
the line. The day to push yourself
because, hell, what’s the worst
that can happen? 
This has always been my
mindset on days like last
Saturday. I’m sure it’s one that’s
shared by many Missoula shreds.
The conditions are too good to be
true and erring on the side of
caution is usually the last thing
on my mind. I’m too excited, my
mind races and all I can think
about is the next run, the next
line, that next turn. It is all I can
do to keep up with myself. I’m
lucky I’ve always been able to
because some haven’t.
I didn’t know him, but I’m
sure Timothy Krahl wasn’t much
different from me. He too was a
journalism student, a snowboard-
er and rode at Snowbowl fre-
quently. 
I was at Lolo on Saturday, but
if I had a full-week pass at
Snowbowl I’m guessing that’s
where I would’ve been, riding as
hard as I could, making lap after
lap down West Bowl, like I have
so many powder days before. 
I’ve had some close calls and
definitely dodged my fair share of
bullets. I’ve put myself in places
on the mountain I shouldn’t have
been. I’ve walked that thin line
between being ballsy and bla-
tantly stupid. I’ve managed to
come out unscathed, standing on
my own two feet, smiling. But
sometimes, at the bottom of the
run, I’ll feel my knees waver, my
hands shake, my heart race, my
nerves on alert. 
It is times like this that I
know I’ve pushed the envelope
right out the door. It is times like
this I know I could’ve been more
cautious, could’ve been more in
control. It is times like this I feel
most alive, and often most fright-
ened. 
I don’t know when I’ll start
paying more attention to these
tell-tale signs of danger. I can’t
say it’ll be this weekend, or next,
but I know the time will come.
I’m getting older and hearing
more and more about kids who
haven’t been as lucky as I’ve
been. 
This winter has been a tumul-
tuous one. Strange weather pat-
terns and even stranger snow-
packs have led to avalanche after
avalanche in the many mountain
ranges in the West. The moun-
tains have shown their teeth too
many times, and too many
haven’t lived to tell about it. 
Sadly, this is the nature of
the nature game. It is a game
with grave consequences and
one that is never won, only con-
ceded. It is a game I will contin-
ue to play, but I’m starting to
think that I don’t always have
to play with the imprudent pas-
sion that I have in the past. I’m
beginning to realize that con-
ceding is the closest I can ever
get to a win. And I’m OK with
that.
Photos and Story by Chris Rodkey
“Upon finally reaching the top, I took off the street shoes, slipped on
the ski boots, and took my time making slow turns down the face of
Mount Sentinel, the entire Missoula Valley spread out below me.”
Column by
Liam Gallagher
I’ve walked that thin line
between being ballsy and
blatantly stupid. I’ve 
managed to come out
unscathed, standing on my
own two feet, smiling.
Sliding down Sentinel
W
Kaimin news editor finds just what he was looking for on Missoula’s most recognizable mountain
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Area refuges celebrate National Wildlife System centennial
Casey Trang 
Montana Kaimin
One of the oldest wildlife
refuges in the nation will
open its gates Friday to cel-
ebrate the 100th birthday of
the National Wildlife
System.
The National Bison
Refuge was named as an
area of protection for
wildlife on May 23, 1908,
just five years after the first
refuge in America was creat-
ed.
“We’ve been around
almost as long as the sys-
tem,” said Pat Jamieson,
outdoor planner for the
National Bison Refuge.
The Wildlife Refuge
System began in 1903 when
President Theodore
Roosevelt named Pelican
Island, Fla., as the first
wildlife refuge.  Designating
the island as a wildlife
refuge was an attempt by
Roosevelt to protect the
state’s last brown pelican
colony.
A century of conservation
emerged from these first
refuges, and today there are
more than 540 similar
wildlife havens across the
country. The refuges provide
more than 95 million acres
of protected land for a wide
variety of species of wildlife.
In honor of the National
Wildlife System’s 100th
birthday, western Montana
refuges are inviting the pub-
lic to visit.
The National Bison
Refuge, north of Missoula
near Dixon, will celebrate
the centennial with an open
house on Friday.  Jamieson
expects mostly neighbors to
come to the celebration but
encourages all to attend.
The refuge is home to
450-500 bison and was origi-
nally named as a refuge to
protect the diminishing
numbers of these animals.
The bison and landscapes of
the area attract more than
200,000 visitors a year.
During the open house
there will be numerous dis-
plays of historical items,
scrapbooks and videos. And
of course no birthday is com-
plete without cake.
“It will probably be a
bunch of old timers remi-
niscing and eating cake,”
Jamieson said.
The major event for the
Bison Refuge bash is the
opening of Red Sleep
Mountain Drive.  Red Sleep
Mountain Drive is a 19-mile,
one-way mountain loop,
which is accompanied by a
2,000-foot ascent that pro-
vides a more complete view
of the refuge. The opening of
the road will depend on the
cooperation of the weather
as the road is rarely opened
to tourists this time of year.
“In winter we usually
restrict people to the flats,”
Jamieson said.
Just west of Missoula, the
Lee Metcalf Refuge, a bird
habitat, is also planning a
soiree of sorts. The folks at
Lee Metcalf will have an
open house on Friday from 2
p.m. to 6:30 p.m.  The open
house will include a number
of exhibits, a few presenta-
tions, tours and cake.
The highlight of the day
will be a presentation by
Jim Posewitz of the Orion
Hunter Society.
“Jim is very knowledge-
able about Theodore
Roosevelt and his reign as
president and what he did
for conservation,” said Sue
McDonald, outdoor planner
for the Lee Metcalf Refuge.
“He’s very well-known in
this area and he’s really
attracting a lot of people.”
The Lee Metcalf Refuge
was established as a protec-
tive area for wildlife on Dec.
10, 1963. It was originally
named Ravalli Refuge.
However, shortly after
Montana Sen. Lee Metcalf
died in 1978 the refuge was
renamed for him. Metcalf,
who grew up in Stevensville,
was a graduate of the UM
School of Law, which later
led him to a career in poli-
tics. Metcalf served as an
associate justice to the
Montana Supreme Court. He
was also elected to the
state’s First Congressional
District and served three
terms in the U.S. Senate.
The refuges will collect
materials for time capsules
to be buried later in the
year.  Both refuges are
encouraging people to
bring old pictures, written
memories and other histor-
ical items related to the
areas.
Lee Metcalf Refuge offi-
cials are particularly inter-
ested in locating items asso-
ciated with Metcalf.
Refuge officials from both
areas plan on burying the
capsules on their individual
birthdays.  Refuge officials
will excavate the capsules in
100 years to view the
changes and history of their
areas.
While the occasion is a
time to reflect on the past,
Jamieson continues to look
toward the future and the
improved health of the ani-
mals the refuges support.
TWIN BRIDGES (AP) —
Winston Rod Co. recently laid
off 11 employees, including
the vice resident of sales and
chief financial officer, said
company President Mike
Woodard.
The economic downturn has
hurt the company, which
makes high-end graphite and
bamboo fly fishing rods.
“It’s very unfortunate,”
Woodard said Tuesday. “It was
a difficult decision to have to
make ... We’re very close to
our people.”
“Everyone right now is
being asked to wear at least
two hats,” he said. “Our peo-
ple are stepping up and doing
it very well.”
Woodard said a slowdown
in sales hit the company as
the country entered a reces-
sion in the spring of 2001.
Orders completely stopped
after Sept. 11, he said.
Since then, the company
has been “working diligently to
come back stronger,” he said.
Winston Rod added more
models to its inventory in an
effort to attract more busi-
ness. But even as the compa-
ny gained a larger portion of
the market from its competi-
tors, its overall number of
orders continued to drop, said
Woodard.
“We had to configure the
company so it more closely
matched the reality of the
marketplace,” he said.
Woodard said he’d heard
reports that other fly rod
manufacturers have had to
lay off employees.
Winston Rod has been a
cornerstone business since it
moved to Twin Bridges in
1976. David Ondaatje pur-
chased Winston Rod in 1991.
In 1995, it began rolling its
own rod blanks.
Woodard said the company
employs fewer than 100 peo-
ple, but would not give the
exact number.
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, Wyo. (AP) —
Yellowstone National Park is reminding visitors to stay
alert for bears awakening from winter hibernation.
Rangers have started receiving reports of bear activity
in Yellowstone, an indication the animals are emerging
from their winter dens, park Superintendent Suzanne
Lewis said.
Bears will be searching for winter-killed wildlife and
weakened elk and bison, the primary food source in the
spring for both grizzlies and black bears, she said.
Visitors are asked to be especially cautious of wildlife
carcasses because they may attract bears.
Lewis is reminding visitors to carry bear pepper spray
as a good last line of defense. Tourists are also being
warned not to approach bears under any circumstance,
and to keep food, garbage and barbecue grills stored inside
or otherwise unavailable to bears.
The National Park Service is continuing seasonal clo-
sures in Yellowstone’s backcountry to reduce human-bear
conflicts.
Snowbowl       3” new                  Base: 48” Summit: 88”   
Marshall Mountain 0” new                 Base: 42”  Summit: 44”
Big Mountain 3” new                 Base: 44”  Summit: 90”   
Blacktail mountain 6” new                                       Base: 72”   
Lost Trail No report posted Base: 59” Summit: 67”  
Lookout Pass 5” new                 Base: 89” Summit: 133”   
Big Sky 2” new                 Base: 61” Summit: 103”   
Discovery Basin   4” new                  Base: 65” Summit: 85”
Outdoor Report
What a week for snow. Last weekend proved to be all it was predicted to be. Almost
all the mountains around Montana were blessed with feet of new snow. Up at LOLO
PASS the Forest Service Freddies weren’t even able to plow all of the lot and the cross-
country trailhead now has about 10 feet of snow on it. On Sunday the snowpack at Lolo
stood at 105 percent. Looks like it’ll be a good year on the LOCHSA, and with the warm
weather that’s moved into Missoula, the whitewater doesn’t look to be that far off. 
But there’s still a lot of snow in the hills and the local hills are hosting a couple events
this weekend to keep the winter stoke going. Up at MARSHALL MOUNTAIN on
Saturday there will be a Furniture Race at 2 p.m. and on Sunday there will be a
slopestyle contest for both skiers and snowboarders. For more information call Marshall
at 258-6000. At Snowbowl, Eric Bergoust will be back on the hill with a bunch of his bud-
dies. The Huck Fest will be on both Saturday and Sunday.  SNOWBOWL is also hosting
a race on a dual course with Alpine, Telemark and Snowboard divisions. For more infor-
mation call Snowbowl at 549-5777.
In other outdoor news...Skwalas have been spotted on the shores of the
BITTERROOT. The warmer weather is sure to get things goin’ down the Bitterroot way
and on the other rivers around Missoula. The local shops can get you all set up for the
SPRING FISHIN’. Here’s a few of the shop’s Web sites worth checkin’ out: www.king-
fisherflyshop.com, www.missoulianangler.com, www.grizzlyhackle.com and Kesel’s Four
Rivers fly shop at www.fourrivers.net.
And for those of you looking for some information about the STREAM FLOWS
around the state, check out www.floatmontana.com for all the latest cfs. 
Also, for all your outdoor recreation needs check out UM’s own OUTDOOR
PROGRAM Web site at www.umt.edu/campusrec/outdoor.htm
But don’t sit at your computer too long, because BIKINI SEASON’S just a few weeks
away and God knows how unshapely bodies can get during these long winter months. 
As always, here’s how the mountains are shaping up as of press time on Wednesday:
Bears awake, hunt the weak
Winston Co. lays off 11
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All throughout the South African cities
of Burgersdorp and Johannesburg, thou-
sands of kids can be found playing the
country’s most popular pastimes: cricket,
rugby and soccer. But wait, what are those
other kids playing on that strange little
court? Tennis — what’s tennis?
Stanislav Nevolovich, Jan Harm
Steenekamp and Brian Devlin, all
Montana tennis players from South Africa,
know first-hand the obscurity of their
favorite sport back home.
“It’s not the biggest sport at all,” said
Nevolovich of tennis. “It’s not nearly close
to rugby or cricket or soccer. Most kids
play those sports.”
Nevolovich was born in St. Petersburg,
Russia, and moved to Johannesburg with
his family at age 6. He began playing ten-
nis soon after he moved because his older
brother took the up the sport. He said he
started reluctantly, only doing it to follow
the lead of his brother.
Tennis started off as one of  the young
boy’s many hobbies. It didn’t become very
serious until after he began playing for
school and entered a couple of junior South
African tournaments.
“I just got a racquet and started hitting
the ball against the walls,” Nevolovich
said. “Then I started playing for school, a
small step. And then I just slowly started
playing in tournaments and one thing led
to another.”
Nevolovich competed in tournaments
around South Africa throughout his junior
high and high school years and also
attended a tennis academy for one year in
high school. Then one of his tennis coaches
invited the aspiring tennis star to travel to
California with him for the final semester
of his senior year.
He followed his coach to California and
attended a tennis academy for one semester.
He has been in the United States ever since.
Nevolovich was then offered a scholar-
ship from Louisiana-Monroe. In January
2002 he packed his bags and headed for
the bayou.
After playing his freshman year for
Louisiana-Monroe, the school faced finan-
cial difficulties and Nevolovich felt uncer-
tain about his future there. He then talked
to two of his California academy coaches
about transferring options. Both having
attended the University of Montana, they
immediately recommended Grizzly coun-
try.
Nevolovich was offered a scholarship to
play tennis in Missoula along with his
Louisiana-Monroe teammate and fellow
South African Steenekamp.
“The Montana coach also had an offer
for Jan (Harm Steenekamp) and we want-
ed to go to the same place,” Nevolovich
said. “It worked out nice.”
Steenekamp, also a sophomore, is a
South African native, born and raised in
Burgersdorp. He began playing tennis
when he was about 8 years old, about the
same age as Nevolovich.
He played sparingly at first because he
said he was too young and had too many
other interests to focus on one single activity.
“When I was little I didn’t play that
often because I was a small kid, you
know,” Steenekamp said. “I did track. I
played rugby and cricket too — those are
South African sports.”
He didn’t start practicing consistently
hard until he was 14. Instead of going to a
local high school, he took the six-hour
drive away from home to attend a tennis
academy in eastern South Africa. There he
played every day until he graduated when
he was 18.
Steenekamp said his goal was the same
as other young tennis players in South
Africa once he was done with the academy.
“For us, the next step in tennis, coming
from South Africa, is to try to play in the
States,” he said.
Louisiana-Monroe, the first school to
show interest in Steenekamp, offered him
a full scholarship. He jumped at the oppor-
tunity to play for free in the United States
and traveled to Louisiana immediately
after hearing the good news.
At Louisiana-Monroe, it was a slight
coincidence that Steenekamp and
Nevolovich ended up together, but it was
not an introduction between the two. They
had played together in doubles tourna-
ments in South Africa. Previously mere
acquaintances, the tennis stars began
developing a friendship, which has blos-
somed at Montana.
“We’re very close now,” Steenekamp
said. “We kind of do everything together.”
Brian Devlin — the third Montana ten-
nis player from South Africa — is a 23-
year-old junior, three years older than
Steenekamp and Nevolovich. He was born
and raised in Johannesburg and started
playing tennis at about  age 7.
Growing up, his family sport was row-
ing. Devlin said that rowing just didn’t
spark any interest in him.
“I just found rowing a bit monotonous,”
he said. “Sitting in a boat, just putting a
stick back and forth in the water.”
He said he played cricket and rugby
like most of the other boys, but tennis
stood out to him because it was different.
Injury also played a role in narrowing
down tennis as his single passion. He hurt
his back fairly severely while playing
rugby when he was 15 years old and
decided he should stick with a sport that
he could play for the rest of his life.
Tennis then became Devlin’s focus.
After traveling across South Africa
playing in tournaments, Devlin headed
north to England. There he worked in a
town near London to get some money to
help pay for college and played tennis
when he wasn’t working.
“I played for one of the counties in
England — Berkshire County,” he said.
“Then I played in some tournaments in
France and then came over here.”
Devlin had established himself as a
renowned tennis standout through his play
in South Africa and Europe and also built
up a suitable financial cushion through
work. He was ready for the United States.
It turned out that the United States
was waiting for him. Colleges such as
Virginia Tech, Hawaii and Indiana gave
Devlin offers to play tennis for them. In
the end, he said he decided on Montana
because it gave him the best scholarship
offer and has better academics than the
other schools.
Devlin, Steenekamp and Nevolovich all
play both singles and doubles, without
stating preferences for either style of play.
Devlin has established himself as one of
Montana’s top athletes in his third year,
while Nevolovich and Steenekamp have
already made their presences felt in their
first year. 
Devlin has been here long enough to get
used to a Montana lifestyle that differs so
greatly from the life he left behind in
South Africa.
Steenekamp and Nevolovich are still
adjusting, but both agree that they are
happy to be in Missoula. However, all
three are quick to bring up Montana’s spo-
radic weather, something that has quite a
bit of impact on an outside sport like tennis.
“I’m a real nature guy, so I like the sur-
roundings,” Steenekamp said. “The cold,
though, is just something I’m not used to
coming from Africa.”
Nevolovich added how the tennis team
has to practice indoors until the weather
clears up, but said he doesn’t really mind it.
Devlin has learned in his three years at
UM how to subtly comment on the cli-
mate, “Well, it definitely has four sea-
sons.”
KAIMIN SPORTS
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March Madness officially
begins Thursday in Ogden, Utah,
the site of the postseason
Women’s Big Sky Conference
Championship.
“This is truly a whole new
season,” said University of
Montana Lady Griz head coach
Robin Selvig. “When the tourna-
ment starts, you really can throw
all the regular season records out
the window.” 
The Lady Griz go into action
at the tournament this weekend
as the No. 3 seed. The team is set
to tip-off against the Northern
Arizona Lumberjacks (the No. 6
seed) at 5 p.m. Mountain
Standard Time.
On two separate occasions
this season, the Lady Griz have
defeated NAU by at least 15
points, the latest victory coming
on March 1 in Missoula.
In that game, NAU jumped off
to a quick start in the first half to
take a 39-33 lead into the locker
room at halftime on the strength
of 55 percent shooting from the
field.
“We should have dominated
them,” said Lady Griz sophomore
center Crystal Baird after the
game.  “I mean, God, they came
up to our shoulders.”
The story in the second half,
however, proved to be a different
one. 
The Lady Griz outscored the
Jacks 46-25 to give them a 15-
point victory and a season sweep
of NAU. 
For the game, UM out-
rebounded the smaller Jacks 49-
29, which contributed to the
Lady Griz’s ability to control the
clock in the second half, Selvig
said. 
The Jacks started five players
under 6 feet tall, and each of
these starters played at least 37
minutes, while none of the bench
reserves saw significant playing
time.
As a result, NAU’s starters
ran out of gas in the second half
and the Lady Griz were able to
take advantage, Selvig said.
NAU features five players:
senior guard Jen Snitker, junior
guard Lacey Tolbert, senior
guard Joy Dixon, senior guard
Lindsey Foster, and junior for-
ward Alexis Rhoades, who com-
bine to score 53.6 of the team’s
66.4 points per game.
These five starters each aver-
age at least 29.4 minutes per
game in conference games.
UM, on the other hand, fea-
tures the inside-outside tandem
of freshman guard Katie
Edwards and sophomore center
Hollie Tyler.
Tyler leads the Lady Griz with
27.7 minutes played per game on
a team that features 10 players
who play at least 12 minutes per
game.
“I feel that we are more bal-
anced as a team,” said senior
guard Jill Henkel. “But NAU and
those quick five starters will still
give us some trouble.”
The scoring for the Lady Griz
also reflects this balance as the
starters combine to score 42.3 of
the team’s 65 points per game. 
Therefore, bench contributions
for both teams will be key, Selvig
said.
While bench productivity will
certainly be key for the Lady
Griz, NAU head coach Meg
Sanders expects to use what has
been successful for her team in
the past.
“We have started the same
five kids in the last six games,”
Sanders said. “I don’t really
expect to do anything different
for this game. We know Montana
and we will be ready to play. We
really need to use our quickness
and take what they give us.” 
Most likely this means solid
cuts and perimeter shooting as
Montana’s 2-3 zone defense cre-
ates gaps that NAU will look to
exploit, Sanders said.
While UM dominated the two
regular season contests, the Lady
Griz fully expect NAU to come
out firing on all cylinders, Selvig
said.
“In order to win, we really
need to slow them down,” Selvig
said. “NAU certainly has a lot of
kids who can score, therefore, our
perimeter defense will be key
since they will look to beat us off
the dribble.” 
The health of his starters will
also by key this weekend, Selvig
said.
Sophomore forward Lynsey
Monaco continues to nurse a
bruised foot, but Selvig expects
her to be close to 100 percent
ready to play at game time.
Henkel sat out last
Saturday’s loss at Portland State,
but she said this week that she
plans to be ready to go against
NAU.
In other Lady Griz news, this
week the Big Sky Conference
released its annual  all-confer-
ence team. For the second
straight year, Tyler represents
the Lady Griz as a first-team
selection.
Joining Tyler  is junior point
guard Brooklynn Lorenzen, who
stepped up her scoring this year,
averaging 7.1 points per contest
to go along with 5.5 assists per
game.
Lady Griz prepare for playoffs against NAU
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin
South African tennis players serve up skills at UM
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin
Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin
Anxious to get behind the net, UM tennis team members Jan Steenekamp (left),
Stanislav Nevolovich (middle) and Brian Devlin reflect on the weather differences
between Missoula and their home country of South Africa. 
ics department. “In short, envi-
ronmental protection is one of
the chief vehicles of economic
vitality in Montana. Saying that
environmental protection ham-
pers economic growth just doesn’t
make sense to me.”
Len Broberg, an environmen-
tal studies professor, said legisla-
tors do not understand the envi-
ronmental studies program.
“I think the Legislature is get-
ting a picture of the program
that is inaccurate and a misrep-
resentation of what our program
is about,” he said.
He and Tom Roy, director of
environmental studies, noted
that they had never been
approached by legislators or lob-
byists. They invited all those who
had questions to visit UM and
learn about the program.
Janacaro said she graduated
from UM and was “quite famil-
iar” with the environmental stud-
ies program. She said she would
accept an invitation to visit UM
and learn about the program.
“Judging on past actions of
that program, however, I proba-
bly wouldn’t change my mind,”
she said. “But I wouldn’t go in
there with a closed mind.”
Richard Roehm, chairman of
the Board of Regents, said the
elimination of the environmental
studies program is unlikely.
“Our charge is to teach stu-
dents how to think, not what to
think,” he said. “We have got to
maintain academic freedom. We
are not going to close any course
because it becomes controversial.”
Lewis also said no damage
was done to the environmental
studies program.
“The Board of Regents runs
the university system, boys,
that’s how it works,” he said.
“You just can’t get rid of that pro-
gram. You just can’t do that.”
UM President George
Dennison also said he was
unaware of Witt’s intention to
remove funding from the program,
but added that the program was
not in danger of being eliminated.
Roy said he wasn’t worried
either, but said the swipes legis-
lators and lobbyists keep taking
at the program are “annoying.”
Betsy Hands, a second-year
graduate student in the environ-
mental studies program, called
Witt’s comments “absurd.” Hands
recently finished an internship
with the Rocky Mountain
Institute where she worked on
an economic renewal team. She
said the Rocky Mountain
Institute works with Fortune 500
companies and encourages eco-
nomic growth while advocating
sustainability at the same time.
“We aren’t talking about any-
thing that is radical here like
chaining yourself to a tree,” she
said. “We talk about making
changes within the system. The
lack of understanding out there
is just ridiculous.”
NEWS
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LOST & FOUND
LOST. Black Motorola V120 cell phone. Between
Business Building & Food For Thought. Reward. Call
243-1908, leave message.
PERSONALS
FREE CONDOMS! FREE LUBE! Free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing...Call 243-2122
PARTY safe: eat before and while you drink alcohol.
Curry Health Center provides urgent care nights and
weekends.  Need help NOW?  Use West entrance after
hours or call our Medical Clinic at 243-2122.
How healthy are you?  Get a health screen at the
Curry Health Center.  Call for an appointment, 243-
2122
You are not alone. Support for women and men
who’ve experienced rape, sexual assault, childhood
sexual abuse, stalking and relationship violence. Call
Student Assault Recovery Services (SARS) at CHC, 243-
6559.
DANGER CERAMIC FEVER! No known cure. Pottery
classes help symptoms. Work on pottery wheel. Begin
week after spring break. 7 weeks, $39. 543-7970
Win 2 Pearl Jam tickets! Just deposit $$ in your Griz
Card debit account and enter to win.
WHY WEIGHT?  This seminar, led by a counselor and a
dietician, is for women who wish a healthier relation-
ship with food and their body.  Thursdays 8:10-9:30
am.  Beginning March 13th.  Call the Counseling and
Psychological Services in Curry Health Center at 243-
4711.
OVERCOMING SHYNESS  93% of all people experience
some degree of shyness.  This group will cover
unhelpful thinking patterns, relaxation, assertiveness
and goal-setting.  Call the Counseling and
Psychological Services in Curry Health Center at 243-
4711.
Want to go some place warm for SPRING BREAK?!
Check out the Outdoor Program Spring Break Trips: Go
hiking in Utah’s beautiful Capitol Reef National Park.
$220 will get you there with leaders, some group
gear, cover your park fees and maps! People of all
abilities are welcome! Pre-Trip meeting March 12 6pm
@ Outdoor Program.  Trip leaves early Sat, March 22
and returns late Sat, March 29. Details : 243-5172.
Head for the Heat.  Join Campus Rec Outdoor Program
for their Bouldering Trip during Spring Break!  Head to
the world renowned Bishop, the mecca for bouldering
in the U.S.  Routes range from entry level to expert -
there’s something for everyone!  $225 will get you
there for some endless climbing with the  most amaz-
ing views.  Pre-Trip meeting March 17, 6pm @ Outdoor
Program.  Trip leaves early Sat, March 22 and returns
late Sat, March 29.  More Detail: 243-5172
HELP WANTED
Up to $500/wk preparing mailings, P/T. Not sales.
Flexible schedules. (626) 294-3215
Hiring two summer workers for guest ranch help in
the Florence, MT area. Most duties include working
with tractors, commercial lawn mowers/weed eaters,
changing pipes, chain saws, and some animal care.
$10/hr. Please send resume to P.O. Box 396 Florence,
MT 59833
GRADUATING SENIORS The Northwestern Mutual
Financial Network has immediate openings in the
Missoula area for professional sales position in finan-
cial services. Individual must have a four-year degree
and strong people skills. If you have what it takes,
this entrepreneurial career offers the opportunity for
you to enjoy control of your life, your career and your
income. For a confidential interview, email your
resume to Christy Baldner at the Reynolds Financial
Group, Bozeman, MT. christy.baldner@nmfn.com,
406-522-4746
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS - Earn great money in Alaska’s
fishing industry. No experience necessary.
http://www.AlaskaJobFinder.com
MOVIE EXTRAS! MODELS NEEDED No experience nec-
essary!! Earn up to $150-450/day! Call now for imme-
diate exposure. 1-888-820-0164 x1090
FACILITIES MANAGER- Maintenance and facility setup
of Caras Park Pavilion events. Must be able to work
evenings and weekends. Position seasonal from April-
September. Pay dependent on events worked. Two
positions available. People and organizational skills a
must. Send cover letter, resume and references to
Missoula Downtown Association, 225 1/2 W.
Broadway, Missoula, MT 59802. Deadline: March 17.
View www.missouladowntown.com for position
description or call 543-4238.
Students Looking for Money!! Call Sherri 9am-5pm, M-
F. Find out how! 728-2408
Childcare Assistant Needed - Flexible hours MWF.
Awesome workplace. Call 728-7133 Kari
INTERNSHIPS: The International Fly Fishing Center in
Livingston, MT is seeking summer ‘03 interns in the
following categories: Recreation Management, Fish &
Wildlife and Library Science.  College credit is avail-
able, stipend of $2,000 for 12-week minimum service,
housing not provided. Application deadline is April
10th. For more information contact Kiza at (406) 222-
9369 or conserve@fedflyfishers.org
$800 WEEKLY GUARANTEED! Stuffing envelopes. Send
a self-addressed envelope to: Oakdale Enterprises
1151 N. State St. Suite 231, Chicago, IL 60610
Triple Creek Ranch a Relais & Chateaux Property
south of Darby, MT is now hiring for the following
positions: servers, busers, bartenders & housekeep-
ers. Mail resume to: Triple Creek Ranch c/o Sandra
Miller, 5551 West Fork Road, Darby, MT 59829. For
more info call 821-4223
SERVICES
CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837
Licensed Daycare & Preschool - Creation Station Now
Enrolling - Full & Part time. Loving care in Home
Environment. Call 728-7133/543-0556
FOR SALE
New phone card, PINless from your regular phone, NO
CONNECT FEE and only 4.9 cents/min. —SmartCents,
only at The Shipping Depot, 1001 E. Broadway by
Albertson’s Eastgate. ONE FREE SAMPLE CARD PER
DAY, JUST ASK! (20 min. card, limit one per cus-
tomer).
NEW FROM AFRICA: carved wood animal masks, salad
servers, greeting cards—yes, wooden cards!  Come
see!  FAIR TRADE.  519 S. Higgins
92 AWD Chevy Astro van. Great shape. $3700 OBO.
Call 406-442-4539 or 721-3113
TRAIL HEAD
WINTER RENTAL GEAR SALE!
Best deals of the year
Sat & Sun Only
WINTER RENTAL SALE!
Telemark Skis & Boots
Snow Shoes & XC gear
Best deals of the year
Sat & Sun Only
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.
FOR RENT
ROCK CREEK CABINS $22-$55/night 251-6611
www.bigsky.net/fishing
Come talk to the rental experts, Professional Property
Management, for a free listing of available proper-
ties! professionalproperty.com or 2685 Palmer Street,
Ste. B., Missoula, MT 721-8990
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Large bedroom in four BD house. Located High Park
Way. Rent $350/month + deposit. Call for more info.
542-1468 Matt
MISCELLANEOUS
The Physical Therapy Student Association is hosting
another Massage Clinic! Sign up in the UC from 12-
4pm, March 10-13 and March 17-20. Cost is $8/20 min
or $14/40 min.
Summer Workstudy at Children’s Shelter. Duties
include laundry and light cleaning. Shifts available
are M-Sun, 9-midnight and midnight-6:30am. Call
549-0058
Family Moving Sale. Ford p’up 4x4, mattress & box
springs, antique bed, bicycle, phone/fax/printer,
area rugs, more. See by appt. near UM. 721-0981.
CLUBS AND STUDENT
GROUPS
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES * CLUBS * STUDENT
GROUPS Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
REAL ESTATE
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN BUY FOR THE SAME PRICE?
Former UM student now realtor willing to work for
you. Call Clint Rogers 549-8851, 544-3730.
TRAINING
Wildland Fire Training 543-0013
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money. LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:
1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
The call is free and so is the report.
Car Accident Victims
duty to discuss and deliberate and provide
a forum to talk about these kinds of
issues.”
With the exception of the speak-out,
events took place in the UC South
Ballroom. 
Organizers set up information tables,
offered petitions, and provided two listen-
ing stations where people could watch
movies like “Frontline: The Gulf War, Part
2” and “Iraq: the Cradle of Civilization.”
One of the highlights was an eight-per-
son panel discussion about using methods of
civil disobedience for direct action protest.
Moderator Barry Adams, a Vietnam veter-
an, asked the audience and panel where the
line can be drawn before disobedience
becomes disorder and police start arresting
protesters for disrupting the peace.
“Somewhere along the line here we
need to work something out,” Adams said.
Some panelists, like Darla Torrez,
argued that traditional methods of protest
no longer work in effecting change and pro-
testers must be more drastic to be heard.
“Direct action means that you directly go
in and you directly say, ‘Enough is enough,’”
she said. Torrez works for the Rocky
Mountain Health Collective and provides
medical care to those hurt while protesting.
Missoula City Council member Jon
Torma, who spoke on the 7 p.m. panel,
“Impacts of the War at Home,” described
how the Council recently did their part for
direct action. They passed a resolution
refusing to support the USA PATRIOT
Act, recently passed by Congress, because
they believe the legislation violates a host
of long-standing civil rights.
“When I took my oath of office as a City
Council member, one of the things I swore
to do was defend the federal and state con-
stitutions,” Torma said.
Vietnam veteran and veterans’ advo-
cate Dan Gallagher, also on the panel,
agreed with Torma that the PATRIOT Act
was a gross abuse of civil liberties by
President Bush’s administration.
“To restrict those liberties is an insult
to those who fought to defend them,”
Gallagher said.
Other discussions and presentations
included “Escalating the War on Nature,”
“Christian Traditions of Peacemaking,”
“Building a Coalition of Conscience” and
“What War Does to the People who Fight
it.”
Junior Cheyenne Rogers, who said she
went to the teach-in to soak up new infor-
mation and perspectives from community
members, spent about four hours at the
event. 
The liberal arts major said she learned
the answer is extremely complex.
“There’s no definite answer. The
answer lies in giving and taking and find-
ing a balance,” she said.
Paul Lachapelle said the event’s organ-
izers tried to illustrate the complexity of
the Iraq issue by focusing on several dif-
ferent aspects.
“You can’t isolate these issues by them-
selves,” he said.
Lachapelle said he was pleased with
turnout for the event, but would have
liked to see more opinions that diverged
from the anti-war message of the lectures.
“We had hoped for more dissenting
views,” he said.
Organizer Sue Bradford said she was
happy to have reached so many minds
with the teach-in.
“We’re not claiming to have all the
answers,” she said. “But when people are
talking and interacting, it’s more produc-
tive intellectually.”
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Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin
Music major Lindsey Stormo belts out an impromptu song that illustrated her feelings on war dur-
ing Wednesday’s speak out as part of the day-long event, “Teach-In: Responses to the Crisis in
Iraq,” in the UC.
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